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INTERCOM SIMPLEBUS TOP HANDSET-ELEGANCE
VERSION

Elegance version telephone for digital SimplebusTOP cabling with intercom function
Telephone with electronic call, call volume adjustment, call tone privacy, privacy of
speech. Fitted as standard with door open pushbuttons and a further 8 pushbuttons preset
for the intercom function or various uses (2 of the pushbuttons can be freed for C/N.O.
contact). Fitted with an LED for various signals (engaged, doctor function). Complete with
dip-switch with 8 positions for selection of the desired user code. Allows management of
the floor door call, call repetition, transmission of alarm signals to the porter switchboard,
separate call to main switchboard, secondary switchboard and guardian door-entry phone.
Allows direct intercommunication between users without the aid of an interface or porter
switchboard and the use of several actuators relays, no dedicated programmers needed
for pushbuttons programming, Fitted with terminal 1214/2C. With this model, the facia can
be replaced. Dimensions: 95X215X58 mm.

COD. 2619

Compatibility
Simplebus Top system: Yes

Mounting/Installation
Flush-mounted: No

Wall-mounted: Yes

Desk base-mounted: Yes

Surface-mounted: Yes

Audio/video specifications
Audio system: Yes

Audio/video system: Yes

Hardware specifications
Customisable housing: Yes

Total buttons: 10

Sensitive Touch technology: No

Functions - Settings
Alarm function: No

Switchboard call function: Yes

Floor door call function: Yes

Actuator control function: Yes

Privacy conversation function: Yes

Induction loop function: No

Intercom function: Yes

Privacy function: Yes
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Key button function: Yes

Hands-free function: No

Full Duplex hands-free function: No

Loudspeaker volume control: No

Microphone volume control: Yes

Ringtone volume control: Yes

Technical properties
Temperature range: -5 / 55

General info
EAN product code: '8023903212754

Intrastat code: 85176920

Customisable ringtone: Yes

Product height (mm): 215

Product width (mm): 95

Product depth (mm): 58

Product colour: WHITE RAL9003, COVER LIGHT BLUE

Packaging
Single pack height (mm): 65

Single pack width (mm): 235

Single pack weight (g): 540

Single pack depth (mm): 90

Single pack volume (dm3): 1,375


